
Project 1: “Edentity Argument Essay” (ENG 102, Mr. Gretes) 

THE PROMPT: 
 

*In this essay, you will be making a sustained argument, inserting your voice into the larger conversation 
and advocating for a particular claim.  As for what claim you will be making, there are a variety of 
choices to choose from (i.e., the thesis you make is not fixed or predetermined).  Instead, I would like 
you to use our readings on technology and Edentity as springboards to create a claim of your own… 
 

*Seek out a specific problem or point of contention inside our readings and pursue the topic further.  
Perhaps you are interested in defending Facebook from its many critics and showing instead how 
Facebook is an authentic means of social engagement?  Or perhaps you would like to argue with Sam 
Anderson that technological distraction is in fact a positive force in our lives and not something to be 
worried about?  In any case, the key is to find a thread of the conversation which you feel most 
interested in adding to and to posit an argument of your own, using our readings (and the supplemental 
texts1) as tools with which to support and set up your argument. 
 
TEXTS:  
 

“Dawn of the Digital Natives” (Steven Johnson)     

“Is Google Making Us Stupid?” (Nicholas Carr)               
“Always-On/Always-On-You: The Tethered Self” (Sherry Turkle)     
“In Defense of Distraction” (Sam Anderson) 
“Faux Friendship” (William Deresiewicz) 
“Is Facebook Making Us Lonely?” (Stephen Marche) 
Digital Nation (Rachel Dretzin) 
 
THE STRATEGY: 

 

*Remember to insert your voice and argument into the larger dialogue currently being discussed about 
the topic: i.e., you are never writing within a vacuum.  Anticipate counter-claims to your position and 
give rebuttals which suggest the flaws of such objections.  In addition, be sure to draw out the 
assumptions of your argument and sufficiently back up each of your grounds.  Make your audience see 
the argument in a new light by using analogies, and give a concreteness to your grounds by providing 
lucid and detailed examples.  Remember, the Toulmin Method is merely a helpful guide to 
argumentation; it certainly doesn’t dictate how you organize each paragraph in your essay.  The rhythm 
and ordering of your paragraphs is a stylistic choice which is up to your best discretion.  That said, I 
would recommend inserting a complex claim2 into your essay at the conclusion of your first paragraph: 
that way, the reader has a roadmap with which to successfully navigate the rest of your essay.  Also, 
make sure to make a bold argument—something which people will find interesting and actually want to 
debate.  You will be expected to use a minimum of two outside sources (pooling from the text list above 
and the supplementary text list on Blackboard) in order to put your voice into context with the larger 
conversation, but no extra (outside) research will be required.  Proper MLA in-text citations and a works 
cited page will be required.  As for your audience, you should write your essay as if your reader was 
educated but not an expert in the field (i.e., similar to the audience presumed by such magazines as The 
Atlantic Monthly and The New York Times Magazine).   
                                                           
1 Consult the “Supplementary Texts (Project 1)” word document on Blackboard for a list of supplementary texts. 

2 For more information regarding “complex claims,” consult the “How to Write an Argumentative Thesis Statement” handout 
on Blackboard. 



DUE DATE(S)/FORMATTING: 
 

*Your essay should be 4-6 pages in length and in MLA formatting (i.e., 12 pt font, double-spaced, a title, 
a header, etc.). The first draft of the essay will be due on Friday, February 6th.  Bring 3 copies of your 
essay to class; we will peer-workshop these drafts in small groups, giving constructive feedback for the 
upcoming revision. The revised essay will be due on Monday, February 9th. You will be required to both 
turn in a hard (paper) copy and to upload the essay to the discussion forum on Blackboard titled “Project 
1 (Edentity Argument Essay).” 

 
GRADING BREAKDOWN (for the revised version): 

 

a) Proofreading (5 points) — Has the essay been proofread carefully? Common proofreading errors 
include misspellings (“exanple”), repetition of words (“the the”), and awkward-sounding phrases 
(“the reality of its which has been: monkeys”). One way to avoid such issues is to read your 
sentences aloud. Furthermore, are your sentences lucid and devoid of grammatical issues: Is 
your paper riddled with comma splices? Can you correctly use semicolons and colons to help 
express the complexity of your thoughts? 
 

b) Citations/Formatting (10 points) — Did you include a minimum of two sources into your essay?  
Did you competently understand the authors you used and represent them accurately, avoiding 
straw man distortions and blatant misinformation?  Did you correctly use in-text citations in 
your essay and embed the voice of others in “quotation sandwiches”?  Is your essay properly 
formatted to MLA guidelines?  Did you include a correctly formatted works cited page? 

c) Argumentation/Insight (30 points) — How thorough is your analysis of the given topic?  Do you 
probe the question with a sufficient amount of critical thinking and patience, or do you rush 
through your argument in a superficial, machine-gun sort of way?  Does your essay show a 
competent digestion of the readings and discussions we’ve had in class?  Do you have an 
overarching theme or thesis statement in your essay?  Do you support this thesis statement with 
explanations, examples, sustained reasoning, etc.?  Do you have an introduction which leads 
into and successfully sets up your thesis statement?  Do you anticipate the other side of the 
issue (i.e., do you include counter-claims and rebuttals)?  Does your argument take risks and 
attempt to support a bold or original thesis?  Is your argument creative or does it simply 
rehearse/rehash what’s been said before?  Remember, it’s pivotal to make the argument your 
own.  That is, even if you’re arguing a claim similar to another author’s claim, you want to 
formulate new grounds for this claim and new analogies/roads with which to convince your 
audience of the validity of this claim. 

 
GRADING BREAKDOWN (for the first draft): 
 

a) Peer-Editing Workshop (10 points) — Did you come to class in a punctual and prepared manner 
with 3 typed copies of your essay?  Did you participate in the peer-editing workshop and 
diligently attempt to improve and give commentary on your fellow classmates’ essays? (note: if 
you haven’t finished your first draft and/or don’t have 3 copies, do not come to class; instead, go 
to the library and work on your project). 


